
2014 ...it won't be long now, it won't be long

Notes on the collapse of the West

by tortilla con sal

men talk of money and industry
of hard times and recoveries
of finance and economics
but the ants wait and the scorpions wait

for while men talk they are making deserts all the time
getting the world ready for the conquering ant
drought and erosion and desert
because men cannot learn

rainfall passing off in flood and freshet
and carrying good soil with it
because there are no longer forests
to withhold the water in the
billion meticulations of the roots

it wont be long now it won't be long
till earth is barren as the moon
and sapless as a mumbled bone

dear boss i relay this information
without any fear that humanity
will take warning and reform

from “what the ants are saying”
by Don Marquis, in "archy does his part," 1935 



Kant's ghost, Appelbaum's surprise 

January 16th 2014

A striking aspect of the coverage of revelations about global mass espionage by the United States and 
its allies is the way those revelations are associated in the West with libertarian progressive politics. 
That makes sense in terms of the centre-right dominated politics of North America and Europe. But 
from an anti-imperialist majority world perspective, it is clear that US patriots like William Binney, 
Thomas Drake or Edward Snowden may object to executive abuse and inefficiency but not necessarily 
at all to US and allied foreign policy as such.

Likewise problematic is the very clear funding relationship between Edward Snowden's intermediaries 
like Glenn Greenwald or Laura Poitras and the US corporate sector. That was true even before the 
lucrative multimillion deal Glenn Greenwald negotiated with Pierre Omidyar, a billionaire whose 
business relationships include the corporate National Security Agency contractor Booz Allen Hamilton,
Edward Snowden's former employer,. That kind of problematic networking relationship also bedevils 
the work of Wikileaks and Julian Assange.

So while leading exponents of dissident Western opinion stress their libertarian civil and political rights
agenda, it is not at all the case that their global politics are otherwise especially progressive, let alone 
anti-imperialist. Events in Ivory Coast, Libya, Syria and elsewhere have shown that Western 
progressive opinion is blatantly neocolonial. Progressive and radical Western opinion overwhelmingly 
accepted and even supported their countries' economic sanctions, media psychological warfare, military
aggression and terrorism against legitimate governments and their peoples in both Libya and Syria as 
they have done also, to a somewhat lesser degree, against Iran.

In one sense, this contrast may stem ultimately from unresolved arguments around free will and 
necessity, or freedom and nature, derived from classical Western philosophers like Immanuel Kant and 
his precursors. Thanks to their material advantages, won from centuries of genocide and enslavement, 
people in both North America and Europe are secure and comfortable enough to be able to prioritize 
the liberal version of civil and political freedom as a categorical imperative. Most people in the 
majority world tend to focus more on aspects of social, economic and cultural freedom offering them 
secure, decent conditions of material life. 

For example, the ALBA country bloc in Latin America – Bolivia, Cuba, Ecuador, Nicaragua and 
Venezuela plus the Caribbean island nations of Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica and St Vincent and the 
Grenadines - reflect this difference. The main ALBA countries supported the legitimate Libyan 
government and currently steadfastly support the legitimate Syrian government against those countries' 
foreign controlled, funded, supplied and trained minority armed revolts. They also support Iran's 
position against the Western powers. Many Western supporters of the ALBA country governments tend 
to avoid the conflict ALBA country foreign policy implies for their own politics. 



In the case of Edward Snowden, anti-imperialist governments in Bolivia, Venezuela and Nicaragua 
were officially prepared to offer him political asylum on the basis of the humanitarian plight in which 
Snowden found himself. But that good will self-evidently conflicted with the political reality both of 
Snowden's own confused politics and the undoubted seriousness of US threats of retaliation. This 
dilemma is clear from the sanction Rafael Correa's government applied to the Ecuadoran official in his 
country's London embassy who facilitated consular documents allowing Snowden to leave Hong Kong.

In general, progressive movements in North America and Europe have fallen into bewildered disarray, 
apparently unable to work out a coherent, viable strategy to achieve political power in their own 
countries. Despite that undeniable failure, progressive and radical writers still feel qualified to 
persistently attack, for example, Daniel Ortega, Evo Morales or Rafael Correa. Progressive and radical 
Western critics accuse those leaders of being too accommodating to foreign corporations, of not 
respecting civil and political rights or of failing to protect the environment or indigenous peoples. 

In fact, those leaders enjoy overwhelming broad and deep popular support at grass roots because they 
are making revolutionary changes in their countries' economies and societies in favour of  previously 
excluded, impoverished majorities. As often as not, Western critics of those leaders are playing to their 
own domestic gallery rather than addressing the political and economic realities of the countries whose 
leaders they attack. The same is true of the various alternative media outlets in which they publish.

In that context, the controversy around the revelations of Edward Snowden and their fallout has tended 
to confirm how readily Western progressive opinion can be manipulated around injustice affecting civil
and political freedoms in the liberal tradition. The current controversy over  illegal eavesdropping and 
data collection, touches on an abuse of power that has been systemic for decades. Digital technology 
and the Internet extended its reach exponentially. At the same time, Western progressive and radical 
movements have been relatively ineffectual in defending their social and economic freedoms against 
systematic corporate depredation. 

Recent revelations in corporate media like Der Spiegel have finally begun to focus attention on the 
fundamental reason for anger and resentment of US allied governments like Germany, or friendly 
governments like Brazil, at aggressive US espionage against those countries' governments. Until those 
revelations, the global corporate media had focused on the general human rights issues raised by the 
carefully managed disclosures through 2013 of the material made available by Edward Snowden. The 
latest published information again confirms what many already suspected on the basis of previous 
reports and of recent developments in technology over the last decade or so. 

One of the journalists leading the work on the reports appearing in Der Spiegel and elsewhere is the  
investigative writer and software specialist, Jacob Appelbaum. Over the last couple of years, 
Appelbaum has given various cogent presentations of his investigative research. As in the case of 
Edward Snowden, his contributions are useful in terms of contributing to a more detailed understanding



of how the United States government security services and their allied counterparts use and abuse 
surveillance technology and global comunications infrastructure.

Appelbaum's position seems to be somewhat different to that of Glenn Greenwald. In Greenwald's case 
it is fair to question his alliance - and that of his film maker and journalist colleague Laura Poitras - 
with solid corporate funders who have strong links either to the US government itself or to US 
government contractors. Appelbaum's well-informed criticisms have prompted a level of official and 
unofficial US government persecution forcing Appelbaum into effective exile in Europe.

Even so, the presentations Appelbaum gives of his material suggest assumptions and attitudes that 
people living outside North America and Europe may well question. Particularly questionable is 
Appelbaum's suggestion that anyone should be surprised at the revelations he and people like Edward 
Snowden have uncovered. His suggestion confuses fascination over obscure technological details with 
political expectations many of which he himself shares.

Nothing revealed by Appelbaum, should cause the least surprise to people in the majority world who 
have long and bitter cause to reject Western pretensions to any kind of moral superiority. Western 
powers have always abused technology to get what they want. Prior to World War Two, Spain, France, 
Britain, and Italy all abused their superior military technology to deliver chemical weapons in attacks 
against civilians from North Africa to Iraq to Abyssinia. 

The US developed the Manhattan project to menace its enemies with nuclear destruction and carried 
that menace to gratuitous evil fruition in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Civilian populations from North 
Korea to Vietnam to Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon, Libya and Syria have been murdered by 
Western military technology. The Western powers have assassinated Iranian scientists by proxy through
their ally Israel with complete impunity. The Western media take for granted attempts at political 
assassination of leaders like Fidel Castro and Muammar al Gaddhafi.

So it is perplexing that Jacob Appelbaum expects people generally to be surprised about the political 
aspect of his revelations. Similarly, no one mildly interested in wireless technology or nanotechnology 
will find especially unusual the technological revelations he makes, however fascinating the technical 
detail may be. In Latin America a large minority, perhaps even a majority, take for granted that the US 
authorities murdered President Hugo Chávez by somehow applying radiation to induce the cancer that 
killed him. 

That wholly rational hypothesis too seems to be a candidate for Appelbaum's variety of surprise. 
Appelbaum's motive for his technological enthusiasm and his campaign for rights to privacy and 
freedom of public information is solidly within the Western liberal philosophical tradition. He has 
expressed open admiration for the skills and acumen of the founders and developers of Google. His 
main focus in recent years seems to have been the development of the Tor free software aimed at 
circumventing hostile surveillance, either by the US authorities or anyone else.



In fact, others have already pointed out that the Tor project has received major funding from Google, 
from Human Rights Watch (itself funded by CIA facilitator George Soros) and from the US 
Department of Defence. The very nature of free software makes it vulnerable to social engineering that 
can enable corruption or abuse of technical security aspects of the Tor concept's implementation. 
Appelbaum's own analysis makes clear how hardware infrastructure is vulnerable both to physical 
tampering and to determined efforts at interception, rendering software counter-surveillance ingenuity 
largely moot.

In North America and Europe, the civil and political rights arguments between governments and 
activists like Appelbaum or Assange over mass surveillance and organizations like Wikileaks will 
certainly continue to receive much attention, well within the acceptable parameters of mainstream 
liberalism. Outside the West, those arguments resonate mostly as one more expression of the 
megalomania of the US elites and their European allies. They also reflect the ever more introspective 
natural bias of North American and European progressive opinion. 

That bias explains a great deal about the inability of Western progressive and radical opinion to 
recognize current global anti-imperialist imperatives. One of those imperatives is support for the 
resistance front of Syria, Iran and Hezbollah against both Western sanctioned Zionist terrorist 
aggression and that of Saudi Arabia and its Gulf State counterparts. Another is a realistic 
acknowledgment of the revolutionary change the ALBA countries have achieved both internally for 
their own peoples and in the wider region. As Jorge Capelán has argued, it is past time for Western 
radical and revolutionary opinion to decolonize itself.

See too : Libertarian anti-surveillance mafia smear and slander legitimate critiscism

http://www.tortillaconsal.com/albared/node/4926


Odessa : Bonfire of the shibboleths 

11 de mayo 2014

The massacre in Odessa by neonazi protegés of the US government and its European allies has been 
systematically minimized by the Western corporate media and much of the West's alternative media 
too. The same happens in any conflict where Western interests and prestige are at stake. What may be 
unique about the massacre in Odessa is that it was comprehensively recorded on videos demonstrating 
the incontrovertible guilt of the Western-backed, fascist-dominated Ukraine coup regime and its 
supporters.

Previous US and allied massacres and atrocities in Iraq and Afghanistan were heavily under-reported. 
The prosecution of Julian Assange and Chelsea Manning sought to make sure things will stay that way. 
The series of massacres by NATO controlled forces in Libya is another example. Under-reporting of 
massacres by UN allies in Ivory Coast is another. Even worse has been the treatment of genocidal 
massacres by extremist muslim terrorists funded, supplied and trained by the US government and its 
European and regional allies in Syria.

The continuity of these crimes with Western colonial atrocities and imperialist war crimes of the last 
couple of centuries is seamless and unbroken. Even so, people in the West continue to sell themselves 
the absurd idea of their moral superiority. One way they do so is by constantly repeating keywords that 
effectively amount to shibboleths defining their narcissistic humbug identity.

Outsiders unable to deploy those keywords fluently are regarded as eccentric, at the very least, and 
their views excluded from serious consideration. Outright rejection of the keywords in their standard 
Western use is regarded as alien and hostile. This is true across almost the entire Western political 
spectrum. "Democracy" is the most obvious of these shibboleths.

People in the West tend to talk mindlessly about their democracies, even though all the available 
evidence demonstrates conclusively their societies' legislative procedures are dominated by ruthless 
oligarchic elites. That was never clearer than from 2008, since when the populations of the United 
States and Europe have suffered the transfer of unprecedented amounts of public wealth to a relatively 
tiny, deeply corrupt corporate elite. Simultaneously, Western governments say there is not enough 
money for their own people's health care, education and social security. But they find plenty of money 
to fund, train and supply terrorists in Syria and Venezuela and neo-nazis in Ukraine.

Electoral processes in North America and Europe are determined not by popular will but by the 
financial and media power and patronage that defines the choices for which people can vote. Corporate 
and most alternative media follow very clear ideological lines also dependent on and overwhelmingly 
determined by their funding. These fundamental realities generate class interests that identify 
themselves by their use of keyword shibboleths. "Western democracy" spoken positively by anyone in 



the West signals their denial of the self-evident blatantly contradictory reality.

Likewise "human rights" as generally used by people in the West invariably signals their acceptance of 
the deprecation of social and economic rights in favour a few civil and political rights, especially the 
rights to vote, to due legal process, not to be abused and tortured, not to be discriminated against, to 
free speech, to privacy and so on. In practice, abuse of many of these exalted rights is widespread in the
West, routinely against ethnic minorities and political dissidents. Denial of fundamental social and 
economic rights is systematic, something very clear from the Western countries' record on inequality.

The keyword deployed as the main pretext for that systematic denial of social and economic rights and 
the corresponding perpetuation of gross inequality within the Western countries has been "the market" 
as used in "market economics" or the "free market". Economists in the West serve as high priests 
protecting this shibboleth with different rituals depending on which prayerbook they read from. Some 
sects worship a market as free as possible of government intervention and of organized labour. Other 
sects praise free markets while simultaneously condemning sinful behaviour like the "undervalued 
yuan" or the "overvalued dollar".

But markets anywhere are structured by the relative power of the people, classes and entities that 
compose them. In any case, injustice and inequality in the West depends on ensuring the widespread 
acceptance of markets described as free largely in the sense that the information on which the markets 
operate is true and fair. But it is clear more than ever before that international financial, currency and 
commodity markets are cynically managed by Western Central Banks and corrupt North American, 
European and Japanese global financial corporations while regulatory bodies serve the status quo.

Events in Ukraine, and specifically the horrific events in Odessa, are yet another alert to people in the 
West of how far their governments and media have hollowed out the meaning of words. Just as the 
primacy of the US dollar no longer corresponds to a realistic value of its corrupt economic system 
relative to the rest of the world, so Western language itself long ago stopped meaning what it says. Both
the West's corrupt financial institutions and its corrupt media have categorically abandoned giving a 
true and fair account of things. Only the burnt-out shibboleths remain.



Latin American democracy, European oligarchy 

May 30th 2014

Recent elections in Latin America have demonstrated growing regional popular support for policies 
contrary to the political and economic agenda of local right-wing elites and their North American and 
European allies. That is certainly true in El Salvador, Costa Rica and Panama. After May 25th's 
inconclusive Presidential elections in Colombia, it remains unclear whether incumbent President Juan 
Manuel Santos can successfully mobilize support to win the second round run-off based on the clear 
electoral majority against the extreme right wing candidate of the corrupt narco-paramilitary tainted 
clique around former President Alvaro Uribe. 

Unlike voters in North America and Europe, people in Latin America and the Caribbean do indeed have
a genuine choice. More often than not they choose against anti-democratic economic policies driven by
elite corporate greed by electing governments with economically inclusive, redistributive democratic 
policies based on solidarity and cooperation That choice contrasts very much with the absence of 
similar fundamental choice for people in North America, Europe and elsewhere.

Last weekend's theatrical, virtually irrelevant elections to the European Parliament show that Europe 
has nothing to teach Latin America about democracy. Ever since the European Community was formed,
the European Parliament has been a virtually powerless talking shop. Real power lies with the 
unelected European Commission and the European Council made up of elected leaders from the 
member countries of the European Union. The European Council appoints its President, currently 
Herman de Rompuy, and its High Representative (effectively the Council's Vice-President), currently 
Catherine Ashton. 

Like all the members of the European Commission, Ashton's vestigial democratic mandate amounts to 
having been nominated and approved by the European Council and rubber-stamped by the European 
Parliament. This profoundly anti-democratic structure of the European Union is wide open to cronyism 
and abuse. That reality was made clear back in 1999 when the whole European Commission under 
Jacques Santer resigned following corruption allegations against fellow commissioner Edith Cresson. 
But the pernicious corporate cronyism continued as usual leading to the bailouts of Europe's corrupt 
financial elites following the insolvency crisis starting in 2007.

If anything, things have become systemically much worse since 1999. More clearly than ever since the 
2008 and subsequent bailouts, the European Union undeniably favours corporate financial interests 
over the welfare and prosperity of the great majority. The massive bailouts of European banks, the 
humiliating collusion with the corrupt US financial system, the seemingly endless series of ineffectual 
prosecutions against leading US and European banks and submissive collaboration with terrorist US 
foreign policy, all bear witness to that fact.



The results of the European elections reflect widespread but impotent popular rejection of that reality. 
Diverse anti-European political groupings and independents gave the oligarchs a mild nervous frisson 
by winning dozens of new European deputies who despise the European Union and insist their 
countries would be better off without it. The only radical socialist political party to do well in the 
elections, the Syriza party in Greece with 26% of the vote wants to stay in Europe, but one radically 
reformed.

However, rather than being a turn of European political opinion to the right, the elections demonstrate 
the sheer irrelevance of electoral processes against the European Union's anti-democratic quasi-
oligarchic structure. The European Union has an appointed executive leadership at two removes from 
ordinary voters. Successive corporate elite power grabs have been rammed through by means of anti-
democratic treaties presented to parliaments and, very occasionally, electorates on a yes-or-yes basis. 

Only a completely shameless corporate oligarchy would appoint a bureaucrat from the UK's House of 
Lords to be, effectively, Vice President of the European Union. The fact that Catherine Ashton is 
described as a socialist only demonstrates the deep absurdity of EU oligarch politics, rejected by 
around 25% of voters last weekend. One comes back repeatedly to the question whether the elections 
had any meaning at all because the European Union's anti-democratic structure means elections to the 
European Parliament change nothing substantive in policy terms.

Corporate elites decide fundamental policy in Europe through the politicians whom they bankroll into 
office in national elections dominated by big spending electoral campaigns manipulated by elite-
dominated corporate media coverage. Except for Syriza in Greece, not a single other European country 
has a radical socialist electoral alternative capable of mobilizing over 20% of their country's electorate. 
Reaction elsewhere to the EU's corporate-welfare austerity regime has generally not been vigorous 
political resistance but rather migration, apathy and resignation.

While electoral politics in the United States or the European Union are meaningless in terms of 
systemic change, in Latin America elections do involve real fundamental choices. In El Salvador and 
Costa Rica, regional oligarchies and their international allies among the North American and European 
elites have suffered serious political defeats. Panama's President elect, who takes office on July 1st, has 
already announced his decision to reverse his predecessor's hostile policy towards President Nicolas 
Maduro's government in Venezuela.

That means the balance of power has tipped strongly in favour of the region's socialist inspired 
governments. In Central America, El Salvador and Nicaragua will no longer be saddled with 
vehemently neoliberal, anti-integration neighbours in Costa Rica and Panama. That apparently 
marginal shift in regional terms in fact gives very important impetus to regional integration and wider 
regional rejection of destructive and oppressive faith-based neoliberal economic policies in favour of 
prioritizing the needs of the human person and the natural environment. 



The dramatic democratic advances in Latin America over the last 15 years contrast sharply with the 
counterproductive lack of democracy in North America and Europe. Since the first years of this 
century, the United States and its allies face an accelerating relative decline in their power and 
influence. Their response to democratic change in Latin America has been to maintain sanctions against
Cuba, foment the war in Colombia, support coups d'etat in Haiti, Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, 
Honduras and Paraguay and also destabilization in Argentina. 

Outside the West, no one takes seriously the absurd avowals of commitment to democracy made by the 
corrupt political elites of North America and Europe.



Planet Obama and Henry Wallace 
toni solo, June 6th 2014

As Planet Obama continues receding towards infinite absurdity along a trajectory of endless terrorist 
aggression, military provocation and corporate criminality, earthlings struggle to understand the 
incoherent signals beaming out of the White House and its European and Asian satellites. The latest 
propaganda message stream projected images of Western leaders commemorating the allied landings in
Normandy in 1944. Glossed over is the fact that all those leaders are currently allied with Ukrainian 
oligarchs and their nazi protegés in what amounts to a genocidal military attack on Russian speakers in 
Novorossiya, made up of the newly declared Republics of Donestk and Lugansk. 

On April 19th 1944, then aspiring Presidential candidate Henry A. Wallace, wrote an article in the New 
York Times entitled "The Danger of American Fascism". Wallace wrote, “The American fascist would 
prefer not to use violence. His method is to poison the channels of public information. With a fascist 
the problem is never how best to present the truth to the public but how best to use the news to deceive 
the public into giving the fascist and his group more money or more power.” Wallace would certainly 
have been aware of the intimate collusion of US corporate interests with Nazi Germany, something 
carefuly written out of Western histories of World War 2.

The Ukrainian oligarch gangsters and their nazi terror squads are natural allies for Barack Obama 
whose regime combines a coercive national security state with criminal corporate power in the classic 
tradition of European and Latin American fascism. Obama's stealthy, mendacious, toxic rhetoric 
embodies in an exemplary way what Henry Wallace warned against seventy years ago. The US and 
European corporate elites have now poisoned information media to the point where anything perceived 
as contrary to their interests is subject either to comprehensive vicious attack, or sometimes subtle, 
always malicious distortion or else simply gets shoved to the margins and ignored.

The fundamental toxic mainstream narrative is that Western government actions, while responsible and 
in their national interests, are nonetheless always benign and morally right. Even media outlets 
superficially critical of the mainstream narrative are more often than not intimidated by the sheer power
and dominance of the Western mainstream governmental and corporate media consensus. This is true 
even when the dominant narrative on the domestic front is self-evidently false. That in its turn affects 
mass political action.

Neither the Occupy movement in the US nor the Indignados in Spain, for example, made the 
connection between corrupt government domestic policy and criminal genocidal terrorist foreign 
policy. And yet the two policy areas are completely intertwined. Overseas, North American and 
European government foreign policy seeks to sustain access to and control of natural resources and too 
of strategically important territories and maritime areas. Thus they ensure the extraction and supply of 
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raw materials and also secure global trade in their own finished goods. 

Iran, Venezuela, Novorossiya and North Korea, for example, are subject to Western aggression because 
their territories hold valuable natural resources. Africa is more and more subject to Western military 
occupation to counteract Chinese influence in relation to the continent's huge wealth of natural 
resources. The West's terrorist aggression against the people of Syria aims to get decisive control of a 
vital strategic region. Provocative US and allied government actions and declarations in the western 
Pacific aim at intimidating China in another strategically important area, also rich in resources, the 
South China Sea.

In all these cases, US and allied government terrorist aggression and military provocation aims at 
braking the relentless decline in the Western Bloc countries' ability to manage their overwhelming 
pressing domestic economic dilemma. That dilemma consists of either halting declining domestic 
living standards for their peoples or else sustaining corporate profits and inflated asset prices. It is 
virtually impossible for Western governments to do both. Only a brief window of opportunity, maybe 
four, five or six years, exists to work out that dilemma without either serious military conflict or 
widespread violent domestic dissent.

As that process works towards its various outcomes the incoherence of Western economic analysis 
becomes more and more striking. Right wing economic commentators insist on the need for ever more 
emphasis on free markets, deprecating both government intervention in economic affairs and the 
validity of organized labour. But their criteria for excluding those vital market actors are completely 
artificial and arbitrary and practically incoherent in terms of legitimate regulatory controls, as repeated 
financial crises have demonstrated.. 

A principle of non-intervention in markets necessarily means that all players be equally entitled to 
apply whatever power and resources they can so as to defend their interests. But free market advocates 
absurdly welcome government legislation intervening to weaken the power of labour unions. Likewise,
they praise Western government initiatives to impose misnamed "free trade treaties" or "economic 
partnership agreements" which are little more than grotesquely inequitable charters facilitating 
uninhibited corporate licence and abuse against the sovereign interests of nations and peoples.

Against the extreme proponents of free markets, progressive and liberal market economists make 
cogent arguments for self-evident measures aimed at securing something approaching economic equity 
and equilibrium. They make the obvious case for higher wages, debt relief for unjustly indebted 
ordinary home owners, a more equitable tax system, stronger protections for organized labour, effective
regulation of corporations and aggressive prosecution of fraud. Similarly, in relation to the trade deficit,
they argue against an "overvalued dollar" or an "undervalued yen" but they still defer to the overall 
corporate dominated mainstream media consensus on the desirability of free markets.

It comes as no surprise that assorted right wing theoreticians are incapable of admitting that there is no 



such thing as a free market. The only markets that have ever existed are markets that one way or 
another are either well regulated or not well regulated, by the very power of the actors and agents that 
compose and make them. The refusal of progressive and liberal economists, for the sake of credibility 
with in any case demented mainstream media, to insist on the well-established absurdity of free market 
ideology debilitates their legitimate although hardly ambitious case. 

That ideological weakness goes a long way towards explaining the inability of mass dissenting political
movements in the West to connect effectively a defence of their own domestic living standards with a 
rejection of their governments' overseas aggression. The deficit argument in the US should have been 
won by liberals and progressives years ago. In 2008, the main components of the federal government 
deficit were the Bush tax cuts, war spending and the banking bailout. But US public life is now so 
demented that national politicians still seriously propose cutting social security and health care 
provision.

No wonder there has been no economic recovery in the United States. All that Barack Obama and his 
clique have done is demonstrate that even at low levels of inflation, domestic living standards will still 
be destroyed if wages stagnate far behind strong increases in productivity. The same lesson is clear in 
Europe. The argument for higher wages, clear for over 20 years, was smothered by "free market" calls 
for corporate friendly deregulation, complacent tolerance of "innovative" fraud and a relentless assault 
on organized labour. 

That paradoxically oppressive liberalization process followed the break up of the Soviet Union. Far 
from being an unquestionably liberating event, the dissolution of the Soviet Union condemned the 
majority world to deeper and more extensive neocolonial Western corporate rapine. In the West it 
meant a consolidation of the political-moral Cold War inquisitorial culture excommunicating all talk of 
socialism. 

Currently, Western governments and corporate and alternative propaganda media outlets attack to 
varying degrees the governments of Argentina, Belarus, Bolivia, Brazil, China, Cuba, Ecuador, Iran, 
North Korea, Nicaragua, Russia, Syria, Venezuela and Zimbabwe. All those governments reject 
Western dominated corporate consumer capitalism, promote regional combination and integration 
against Western dominance and advocate nationalist development policy within those regional 
initiatives. Many of those countries explicitly espouse some variety of socialism.

The ideology ridden commemoration of the 1944 allied landings in northern France coincided with the 
anniversary of the Tiananmen Square events in 1990. Just as US corporate collaboration with the Nazis 
has been erased from history, so the 1990 Tiananmen protests are portrayed as a "massacre" of peaceful
protestors when in fact they resembled more than anything the vicious street fighting of Kiev's Maidan.
Those kinds of distortions and omissions are exactly what Henry Wallace was writing about back in 
April 1944. 



Western media offensives against countries resisting US and allied governments' terrorist aggression 
and military provocation are a corollary to Western mainstream media's defence of hopelessly failed 
domestic European and North American corporate-friendly economic policy. That failure is 
camouflaged by Western governments and media alike as a temporary difficulty. As the hollowed out 
Planet Obama and its satellites drift out of control into ever more demented economic and foreign 
policy incoherence, there is no going back, no recovery of influence and prestige, only brute military 
power.  

The Western ancien regime Death Star is dead on its axis. Apart from its huge counterproductive 
military arsenal, it has an insane surplus of degenerate financial power that is essentially consuming 
itself while damaging global economic partners. Its substantial productive manufacturing power is in 
relative decline. It has a chronic deficit of natural resources and raw materials. Something has to give 
soon. Humanity's best hope lies in anti-imperialist resistance of the kind currently seen in Iran, 
Novorossiya, Syria and Venezuela, all countries supported by Russia and China.



Libya, ALBA and the West - humanity's choice between cooperative solidarity and murderous 
competition 

July 4th 2014 

In September 2013, the Belfer Center of Harvard University published a study confirming that NATO's 
war on Libya was based on downright falsehoods. In June this year the US authorities announced data 
indicating that the economy contracted 2.9% in the first quarter. In the same month Facebook admitted 
accusations that it had abused its system so as to carry out an unauthorized experiment in mass 
psychological manipulation of its users 

But no one in the NATO countries concerned is facing trial in the International Criminal Court for the 
criminal aggression against Libya. Stock market prices continue at high levels and the financial media 
say, six years after the international financial system collapsed in 2008, that the recovery is "gaining 
traction". The millions of Facebook users continue to use that social network as if nothing has 
happened presumably because it has become such an integral part of their daily routine. 

The connection between these diverse apparently unrelated events is that they show the integral 
corruption of the criminal system of Western capitalism. No matter where one looks. In international 
relations, in the United Nations, in the economy, in the financial system, in intellectual life, in the 
communications media, in sports bodies like FIFA or the International Olympic Committee, corruption 
is everywhere. Virtually every area of public policy is perverted so as to benefit corporate elites. 

In Western media, innumerable liberal and progressive analysts express an almost neurotic longing for 
change. The academic and media phenomenon of Thomas Piketty's study of capitalism openly 
acknowledges that eonomic system's social and economic injustice. The media phenomenon of Edward
Snowden's revelations explicitly recognizes the routine abuse on a massive scale about which many 
other people before Snowden had raised the alarm for decades. 

Few have noted the paradox that these media phenomena are generated by the self-same inert broken 
system that Snowden and Piketty criticize. Far from being a virtuous demonstration of democracy, 
essentially what Piketty and Snowden and their promoters are saying comes down to something like, 
"Sure, the system's broken but if we tighten a nut here and a bolt there the machinery will work again 
just fine". Or perhaps, if the Princess could only overcome her revulsion and kiss the toad everyone 
could live happily ever after. Real human history has been very different. 

Human history prior to 1945 was one of a century and a half of bitter struggle by untold millions of 
women and men around the world against the sadistic cruelty and injustice of genocidal Western 
capitalism. That long history of struggle achieved a few positive results at end of the Second World 
War,  including  the start of decolonization and recognition of the right to self-determination. One can 
argue that those changes have helped the majority world to resist in some degree the persistent surges 



of aggression by the Western powers since 1990 trying to defend their residual global domination. 

In recent years, Libya has been the most representative case of North American and European sadism 
and hypocrisy. The opportune study in 2013 by Alan Kuperman of Harvard University's Belfer Center 
concludes : "Libya’s 2011 uprising was never peaceful, but instead was armed and violent from the 
start. Muammar al-Qaddafi did not target civilians or resort to indiscriminate force." Kuperman adds, 
"NATO’s action magnified the conflict’s duration about sixfold, and its death toll at least sevenfold, 
while also exacerbating human rights abuses, humanitarian suffering, Islamic radicalism, and weapons 
proliferation in Libya and its neighbors." 

While there has been wide recognition of the deceit-based failure of the wars against Afghanistan and 
Iraq, not for nothing have few admitted the disastrous failure of the war against Libya. More than any 
other recent conflict, the sadistic aggression against Libya revealed the falsity not just of Western 
governments and corporate media but also of Western alternative media, progressive intellectuals and 
progressive movements. Along the whole length of the Western political spectrum the most 
distinguished political academic and intellectual leaders were mistaken in the most humiliating and 
shameful way. 

The destruction of Libya shows the completely rotten reality underlying the false claims to moral and 
intellectual superiority of Western political culture. The contagion of baseless prejudices and rumours 
glibly treated as fact also extended to many majority world intellectuals. It was truly remarkable how 
many supposedly cultured, sophisticated individuals, knowing practically nothing about Libya, 
expressed an irrational antipathy against both the Libyan Jamahiriya and its architect Muammar al-
Gaddhafi. 

Only a few leaders, notably Daniel Ortega, Hugo Chávez and Fidel Castro, showed the necessary 
wisdom to accurately assess what was happening. This is indisputable. So one obvious conclusion to 
draw is to question the judgment of almost all Western political leaders and intellectuals and many 
supposedly progressive movements, whatever their political label may be. The aggression against 
Libya has proven to be the graveyard of the credibility of public political and intellectual life in North 
America and Europe. 

The UN showed itself yet again to be a reliable accomplice of aggression, violating its most 
fundamental principles. Almost alone, it was the governments of the Bolivarian Alliance of the 
Americas (ALBA) who maintained a consistent and correct position based on an accurate assessment 
of the facts. When almost all other world political leaders failed so grossly on Libya, it is indeed 
interesting to look at why Daniel Ortega, Hugo Chávez, Fidel Castro and their ALBA colleagues got 
things right. 

More than anyone, those leaders and their colleagues like Nicolas Maduro, Evo Morales and Rafael 
Correa understand the meaning of the true history of mass struggle against the Western imperialist 



powers throughout the majority world. They were right about Libya and they are right now in their 
defence of Cuba, Venezuela and Argentina in Latin America and, elsewhere, of the people and 
government of Syria and the people of eastern Ukraine. Last week they again showed the strength of 
their anti-imperialist political vision in two very important events for Latin America and the Caribbean.

Firstly, last week saw the first meeting of the Administrative Council of the long delayed Bank of the 
South, a South American alternative to the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Secondly,
last week also saw unanimous solidarity with Argentina from Latin American and Caribbean countries 
in the Organization of American States against US court judgments favouring predatory vulture funds. 
Both cases indicate the influence and prestige achieved in recent years of the ALBA countries' vision of
solidarity based regional integration. 

As the economic and political crisis in the NATO countries deepens, the challenge to its global political
and economic domination increases. The West promotes a vision based on murderous greed and 
competition rigged in its favour via unfair trade, manipulative development cooperation and unjust 
debt. The increasingly influential ALBA vision, of solidarity and cooperation based on fundamental 
respect for nations' self-determination also happens to be the vision of the Libyan Jamahiriya. In Latin 
America, the deep moral battle between this vision and the destructive corporate greed of the West 
plays out mainly in the continuing vicious blockade of Cuba, the violent destabilization of Venezuela 
and, now, the wanton legal attack on Argentina's economy.



The West - zombie Narcissus 

12th August 2014

For almost a decade now, people in the majority world have increasingly perceived the Western powers
as comprising a zombie regime in emphatic decline. In terms of international relations, only its 
overwhelming military and financial advantage compensate for the West's broad failure to engage 
successfully with developing global powers like Russia and China. In domestic terms, the West is less 
and less able to externalize the costs of its peoples' prosperity and freedoms on to the majority world.

In the countries of North America and Europe for most of the 20th Century a de facto domestic 
imperialist quid pro quo prevailed. The elites made political and economic concessions to their 
workers, middle classes and minorities in return for general collusion in the imperialist status quo. The 
classic example of that reality was the French Communist Party's vote for "special powers" to the 
French colonial authorities during the Algerian War. Now, those days of relatively easy prosperity are 
gone and the undying class war camouflaged for so long in the West is out in the open once again.

In political terms, Western Europe and North America are likely to experience an accelerating 
regression back to the kinds of conflicts Europe experienced in 1848. One measure of that reality is the 
impossibility, for the moment, of enlisting European populations as cannon fodder in their 
governments' overseas wars of neocolonial aggression. Even the United States has been forced to resort
to the practice of ancient Carthage, employing mercenaries and allied proxies to fight its wars against 
Libya, Syria and Novorossiya.

For sheer disingenuous evil, the Western elites have no contenders. Over the last decade they and their 
allies have devastated Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria, killing hundreds of thousands, perhaps 
millions, certainly leaving many millions of injured and displaced people. For decades, while attacking 
other regimes for alleged abuses of human rights, they and their propaganda media have supported 
Israel's genocidal policies against the people of Palestine. Now they support openly neo-Nazi forces 
engaged in ethnic cleansing in Novorossiya.

The NATO countries' total inaction against Israel for its long standing genocidal policies against the 
civilian population in Gaza indicates the deep cynicism of the Western governments' pretexts for their 
recent interventions in Libya, Syria and Ukraine. In the most categorical way, it confirms the 
malevolence of the United States and European elites and the emptiness of their slogans about freedom,
democracy and human rights. Intensifying Western military agression overseas mirrors deepening 
economic and political repression domestically.

Self-evidently, NATO country expansionism and domestic repression respond to their countries' 
relative economic decline. While the unprecedented transfer of wealth to US and European Union 
corporate elites after 2008 has stabilized their corrupt financial system, the accompanying policies 



deliberately lower their peoples' standard of living. The Western elites now apply to their own nations 
the same brutal structural adjustment policies used for decades to extort wealth from their countries' 
former colonies.

That is why it is incorrect to compare Israel's zionist authorities with the government of Nazi Germany. 
As the French writer Simone Weil pointed out, the Nazis essentially applied to Europe itself the same 
genocidal barbarism practiced by the European colonial powers in Africa and Asia. Israel fully merits 
its association with the European Union precisely because it is a barbaric genocidal colonialist settler 
State, albeit at an earlier stage of development than its major European partners.

The massacres in Gaza highlight a fundamentally perverse aspect of the slowly intensifying world 
crisis in the way the motif of religious faith has been abused and exploited. Israeli propagandists assert 
the fundamental good faith of Israel based on its existence as a Jewish State. But the genocidal practice 
of Israel's zionist leaders has always been the antitheis of Jewish religious teaching, which is based on a
love of justice and the advocacy and practice of solidarity. In that regard, the zionists may well have 
served as the model for the NATO countries' takfiri terrorist allies and proxies in Lebanon, Syria and 
Iraq.

Takfiri terrorist ideologues abuse and distort Islam to try and justify their fighters' savage atrocities 
from Central Asia to West Africa. Their brutal mass violations of fundamental humanitarian norms are 
the very negation of Islam, just as zionist massacres and land theft are the negation of Judaism. So it is 
far from accidental that the Saudi Arabian monarchy, fanatical advocates of the bigoted Wahhabi 
travesty of Islam, should be on friendly terms with the cynical fascist government of Israel's colonialist 
settler State.

Western governments and their corporate and alternative media also exploit this religious angle, 
tending to preen themselves on their liberal moral superiority. In fact, all those governments and their 
corporate and alternative media share with the Arab terrorist extremists and their barbaric Israeli 
colonialist counterparts a perverse humbug self-righteousness. As events in Libya in particular through 
2011 demonstrated beyond argument, they all manipulate their narcissistic, fake-righteous self-image to
justify or excuse savage humanitarian abuse and cruel terrorist violence.

In 2011, the Libyan and Syrian governments defended their legitimate use of armed force against 
minority armed uprisings backed by foreign powers aimed at regime change. Western governments and
political opinion across the board wrongly dismissed those arguments out of hand. Finally, those 
arguments have been all too clearly borne out. Even so, Western governments now use exactly the same
arguments they previously dismissed to defend genocidal repression by the Ukraine authorities against 
what really was originally a peaceful political movement protesting against the spurious Kiev regime's 
racist policies against Russian-speaking minorities.

In another example of these disgraceful double standards ITAR-TASS recently reported US 

http://en.itar-tass.com/russia/743607


government spokesperson Jen Psaki as saying “ 'Well, we are deeply concerned by Russia’s plan to 
conduct a large military aviation exercise this week in areas bordering Ukraine.....Exercises of this kind
are provocative and only serve to escalate tensions,' she added addressing a daily press briefing in 
Washington." In fact, the Russian manoeuvres were hundreds of kilometres from the Ukraine frontier. 
But, in any case, the US ignores precisely that argument when advanced by North Korea to condemn 
regular extremely menacing military exercises right on its frontiers by the United States and its regional
allies.

NATO country governments and media and their neocolonial progressive counterparts have repeatedly 
used this kind of crude but very effective propaganda media campaign from Serbia, to Afghanistan, to 
Iraq, reaching a frenzy of activity in 2011 against Ivory Coast, Libya and Syria. Now, over Ukraine, the
NATO powers are slowly ratcheting up a ruthless campaign of diplomatic, economic and military 
aggression against Russia. The NATO propaganda apparatus is going all out to demonize Russia and its
political leadership. No effective political opposition exists in North America and Europe able to 
reverse either their oligarchies' ruthless aggression overseas or their repressive political and economic 
policies at home.

Primarily, it is Russia and China and their regional allies in west and central Asia and in Latin America 
that have the will, the motive and the resources to resist the Western corporate elites' campaign to brake
the decline of their global power. In the name of freedom and democracy, trying to defer what looks 
like inevitable strategic defeat, the zombie Western oligarchies will continue facilitating and 
committing horrific crimes against humanity around the world, as they have always done. The only 
uncertainty after Novorossiya is where NATO country expansionism will strike next.

http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/dpb/2014/08/230196.htm#RUSSIA
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/dpb/2014/08/230196.htm#RUSSIA


The West - a long day's journey into night 

19 de agosto 2014

The Alcoholics Anonymous group in Managua recently celebrated their 50th anniversary during a mass
public event attended by President Daniel Ortega. The fundamental message President Ortega drew 
from the meeting was that moral and spiritual processes are the indispensable means to overcome 
addiction. Of the famous twelve steps promoted by Alcoholics Anonymous, the most important is the 
first initial acknowledgment that the person concerned recognize they are suffering from a serious 
illness over which they have lost control.

No message could be more appropriate for people in North America and Europe, where intellectual life 
is addicted to the insidious demented fiction of Western superiority. Most people in the West really 
believe the relative prosperity and apparent freedoms they enjoy derive from some inherent moral 
righteousness. In fact, the rest of the world is well aware that the West built its suave barbarian system 
of consumer capitalist oligarchy on genocidal conquest, slavery and rapacious imperialist 
expropriation.

This insidious Western dementia affects all reporting of foreign affairs both in the mainstream 
corporate propaganda media and most of the Western alternative media. On Latin America, the most 
egregious examples of this phenomenon recently have been the misrepresentation of US destabilization
in Venezuela, of the US judicial assault on Argentina's sovereignty and the hopelessly inaccurate 
coverage of Nicaragua's interoceanic canal. In the background, ever present, is the sinister precedent of 
consistently dishonest Western coverage of Cuba.

On Venezuela, the Western media consistently portray President Maduro's government as incompetent 
and repressive. In fact, the Venezuelan opposition have failed to win power through democratic 
elections and are now deploying US government designed and funded subversion to destabilize their 
own country. The Western media misrepresentation of that reality is increasingly exposed as President 
Maduro and his government successfully implement counter measures to defend Venezuela's 
democracy.

In Argentina's case, Western media report that the country has defaulted on its debt when what they 
mean is that one of the hopelessly discredited Western ratings agencies has declared Argentina in 
default - something very different. Argentina is not in default because it made the relevant payment to 
the corresponding intermediary bank in the US jurisdiction. In fact, it is a US court working on behalf 
of elite Wall Street speculators that has prevented the intermediary bank from paying out the relevant 
instalments on Argentina's debt.

Among the sequels to that judicial intervention on behalf of elite US speculators, Wall Street's 
International Swaps and Derivatives Association took advantage of the judicial ruling to activate 



insurance bets against Argentina. In response to this judicial and financial assault, Argentina has sought
a remedy in the International Court of Justice against the US government. Argentina argues, rightly, 
that the US government has allowed a low-level judicial authority in a case affecting a very small 
minority of US investors to impinge on Argentina's sovereign relations with its international creditors.

In the case of Nicaragua's interoceanic canal, Western media across the board have deliberately 
misrepresented the facts. Reports have slighted the project's coordinator, Hong Kong entrepreneur 
Wang Jing, in terms bordering on outright racism. Coverage of the project's environmental aspects have
promoted tendentious hypothetical concerns while deliberately ignoring the overriding environmental 
arguments in favour of the canal. Likewise, Western media have misreported and falsified the canal's 
unanswerable economic and commercial rationale.

More recently, as the project gets closer to its scheduled start date, Western media reports have become 
more realistic. For example, supposedly prestigious magazines like Forbes and the Economist have 
finally woken up to the fact that the canal is a vital infrastructure development for world trade and will 
probably start on schedule later this year. Even so Forbes published comments from discredited 
Nicaraguan opposition figure Monica Baltodano questioning the project's legality. Typically, Forbes 
omitted to mention that all legal challenges to the canal were dismissed by Nicaragua's Supreme Court 
in 2013.

Even these egregious examples of Western media dishonesty, laziness and stupidity over Latin America
are insignificant in comparison with the evil propaganda misrepresentation currently deployed against 
Russia. Western coverage of the fascist Ukraine regime's genocidal war against the civilian population 
of Novorossiya copies faithfully the lies used against the governments of Ivory Coast, Libya and Syria 
from 2011 onwards. The West is addicted to its lies, because admitting to them would involve 
acknowledging how sick their governments and societies have been for so very long.

Until the West via its governments and media take that first step, the world will continue to be plagued 
by Western injustice and warmongering. US and European expansionism now directly affects Russia 
and, in the South China Sea, China. In Africa, France, Britain and the US compensate with military 
power for the terrorist sequel to their destruction of Libya and their inability to compete with China's 
growing influence. For Latin America, attacks and mendacious coverage in the Western media prove 
how close the region has now come to emancipation from the long day's journey into night of North 
America and Europe.



The West and the beautiful armouress 

November 3rd 2014 

Over two thousand ago, in 146 BC, another once dominant but rotten ancien regime, Carthage, was 
destroyed. Carthage was wealthy but uncompetitive relative to its rivals. Its ruling class depended on 
mercenaries to fight their wars. The idols they worshipped gave them no convincing moral authority 
over their subjects. As their power declined, their vassals deserted and, finally, the Romans annihilated 
them. Barely 500 years later the Christian emperor Constantine, ruling from what is now Istanbul, 
briefly reunited the divided Roman empire before its ultimate collapse.

For medieval Europe the respective falls of the classical ancient powers, Persia, Athens, Carthage and 
Rome, were powerful moral tales spawning literary motifs that still grip the Western imagination. The 
West's true poet laureate is neither Shakespeare, Dante nor Goethe but the low-life criminal outcast, 
François Villon, whose lament of the no longer Beautiful Armouress is very much a metaphor for the 
phony politicians, news media charlatans and vapid celebrities currently dominating Western public 
life. Where are they now? The Fall of Kings. Lady Luck and The Wheel of Fortune. The Dance of 
Death. 

Those motifs of Europe's mediaeval feudal civilization are essential emotional references of the 
Western nations' contemporary economic and political subjugation to the ever more obviously fascist 
alliance of Western corporate and political power. North American and European power elites have 
always rigged electoral democracy so as to evade democratic accountability. When they have been 
unable to repress demands for more liberal social and economic policy at home, they have protected 
their material advantages by trying to externalize the cost of Western liberties more fiercely onto their 
colonial and neocolonial victims overseas.

Few other explanations make plausible sense of the Western elites' increasingly unbalanced domestic 
repression and vicious overseas military aggression. In North America and Europe, domestic economic 
policy has effectively handed regulation and planning over to corporate elites so as to deepen the 
extraction of wealth from their vulnerable populations in the absurd disguise of policies promoting free 
markets.  In foreign policy, Western intellectual alibis cover up the deep continuity of new Western 
crimes against humanity designed to prolong the Western élites' historic cumulative advantage, derived 
from centuries of genocide, slavery and imperialist conquest.

All those economc and cultural policy exercises leave the essential genocidal criminality of European 
and North American societies firmly intact.  In contemporary US politics, maintaining the dominance 
of that elite criminality and co-opting hog-tied electorates involves a bitter internal elite conflict. In 
broad terms, the conflict pits the relatively pragmatic corporate elite network, fronted by people like 
George Soros and Pierre Omidyar against less flexible but equally predatory corporate policy rivals, 
including neoconservatives like Paul Singer, recently in the news leading the corporate financial attack 



on Argentina. 

The conflict seems to be over the optimum policies, and their timing, necessary to sustain the global 
power and influence of corporate capitalism. Prominent recent expressions of this internal conflict, 
have been the furore over detailed revelations of  US and allied country mass surveillance, arguments 
over the US budget deficit and austerity in Europe and over the terms of major trade and sovereignty 
treaties like the Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Treaty. The 
essential confict among the corporate elites is over how best to manage policy in order to sustain their 
ever more decrepit system of predatory barbarism enabling them to feed parasitically off everyone 
else's labour and productivity. 

The Western elites bet they can maximize, or at the very least consolidate, their own advantage by co-
opting sympathetic factions in other global elites - in China, South East Asia, Russia, India, Africa and 
Latin America - who have also done well out of capitalism's systemic global injustice disguised as 
competition. Under a smart technological gloss, the West is in fact regressing back to dead hand 
feudalism. The once beautiful armouress remains wizened and unattractive even if she does now recite 
her lament over the Internet. Humanity's best defence lies in the socialist-inspired models of solidarity-
based cooperation and complementarity currently transforming Latin America.
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